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Design a newsprint publication in response to a 
local cultural site. Utilize typography as the pri-
mary mode of storytelling and documentation. Design 
the publication to be distributed and shared with 
visitors at the site. Generate original content, 
establish a unique typographic

• Use typography to develop an editorial tone and     
  style

• Display a mastery of typesetting craft for 
  editorial design

• Design with the reader in mind; create an 
  engaging reading experience 

• Design for a specific, real world audience

• Strengthen your pre-press file preparation skills

January 24, 2019
Kick-off!

January 29, 2019
Site Presentations 
+ Ideas

February 5, 2019
Research behind Site 
location + Interview 
Transcript

February 7, 2019
Creative Brief + Content 
List + Thumbnails 

February 14, 2019
Roughs + Casting Sheet

February 19, 2019
Type Pairings + Tests

February 21, 2019
Semi-final Comps + Final 
Content

February 28, 2019
Final Crit + Paper 
completion

Editorial Design

ObjectiveTimeline



What is the content of your newspaper? Briefly describe the site. 
Tillery Street Plant Company is a nursery greenhouse located in East Austin, on 
Tillery Street. They also share the space with East Austin Succulents which 
allows buyers to come to one location a view a wide spectrum of plants. Tillery 
Street themselves specialize in everything from native plants to fruit and 
gardening plants and also a greenhouse full of household and tropical plants. 
Currently, they are expanding their greenhouse and creating a new one that’s 
almost 4x bigger than the original.

Where will it be distributed at the site? 
This paper would be distributed at Tillery Street. Their check-out station is 
located inside of a small house where they sell local artist work and plant 
accessories. Right outside of this is a small deck with chairs and plants where 
one could sit and read this newspaper.

What is the concept/idea you intend to communicate? 
I want to communicate that not ever place that is cool or hip in Austin is 
located Downtown or South Congress or even 6th street for that matter. There are 
other places out there, still in Austin, that offer so much and are willing to 
give more at the same time. I want to focus on WHO Tillery street is and what 
they’re currently doing. That way readers can become more interested and invit-
ed to discover what Tillery has to offer them. And so they can get some plant 
friends themselves, everyone needs some green. 

Tillery Street sees themselves as a younger and more ‘punk rock’ nursery. This 
is WHO they are. They’re free to be who ever they want to be and aren’t afraid 
of what anyone else thinks. Loving plants is their thing and they want to spread 
the knowledge that they have so others can achieve their own plant happiness.

Who is your audience? 
I would like my audience to be everyone who currently visits Tillery but also 
new people so they can adventure in for themselves. Spreading the news one paper 
at a time.

What will you cover in your interview questions? 
I covered some topics about Tillery itself, tips for new growers, funny things 
to have happened, also their new plans and goals.

What do you want the audience to feel/think/learn when reading the newspaper? 
I want them to feel informed and excited to get some new plants or proud to get 
their plants form Tillery. Also to understand what they’re getting themselves 
into; a new community that will invite them in and won’t leave them hanging when 
they run into a plant crisis. 

Creative Brief Casting Sheet
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Research Inspriation

Currently, the “old” greenhouse has been moved to the back and isn’t as full as 
it normally is. 

Their last shipment was almost all snatched up with a few hours. (typical)

Although, it wasn’t empty enough for me to not find a plant…or two…

It was a bad day to shoot some photos (it was misting & will have to return)

Arriving at opening you saw the true plant lovers. Was several people arriving 
at 9am for the last of a rare plant. Serious peeps!

Melissa Hagen is the Houseplant Manager at Tillery Street Plant Company. She’s 
been with Tillery Street for four-years now and is a true to-the-bone plant 
lover. She’s currently helping put together their new and bigger greenhouse! 
She’s helping design the inside and making sure that it will become a place not 
only filled with plants but one that people can enjoy and become inspired to 
create a jungle of their own. 

Thwy are currently building a new greenhouse. While everything is still being 
planned, built, etc. they still have current goals as they grow and begin stuff-
ing it with plants once it’s open to walk through.

 • About 4x bigger than their current greenhouse
 • Plans to be customer ready by end of month
 • A pond is in the works
 • A sitting area for photoshoots or lounging
 • Columns for plants to crawl up
 • A covered floor vs normal tarp

East Austin is an up and coming area with contemporary homes hoping up on every 
corner. With these homes the art community continues to grow with it. 

A way to reflect this is to create a magazine spread that is very monotone, 
this often happens when things are printed on a risograph (the new fad again.) 
I would in vision a green tone to tie in the idea of growing, plants, and the 
greenhouse.



Thumbs Roughs

For thumbs, I went through many 
ittirations before deciding on 
three to begin exploring 
digitally. 

I also explored different types 
of grids.

When exploring with roughs, I 
quickly realized that I had more 
content than I realized. Meaning I 
needed to go from a 4 page newspa-
per to an 8 page newspaper.

To try and capture the vibe that 
Tillery Street is, I explored 
using minimal color or only black 
and white. I also played with 
tilting objects and adding in 
extra drawing elements.



Cover Roughs

I applied similar ideas from my inner page roughs to my cover roughs. I also 
wanted to play with the idea of having the cover image line up with another copy 
of the paper. That way two papers would create a whole image.



Typeface Selection

Touche - Medium
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Touche - Bold
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Primary Typeface 

Touche which is a geometric sans with a special touch. It is not made up of the standard geom-
et-ric forms found in many other typefaces of that genre. Designed by Jonny Pinhorn at Indian 
Type Foundry, 2015.

Secondary Typeface 
Nitti Mono which is that has its roots in the first sans-serif designs of the 
19th century — the Grotesques. Designed by Pieter van Rosmalen at Bold Monday 
Foundry, 2016.

Nitti - Light
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Nitti - Regualr
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Nitti - Bold
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



Thank you!


